
And the facts establishing the grounds for issuing a Search and Seizure Warrant are the following: 

1. That Affiant 1, Detective McCord #926, is a member of the Connecticut State Police Department and has been since 

2004. At all times discussed hereafter Affiant 1 was acting in her official capacity. Affiant is currently assigned to the 

Computer Crimes and Electronics Evidence Laboratory (CCEEL) working exclusively in the field of computer related 

criminal activity and has received specialized trained in computer investigations and computer forensic examinations. The 

following facts and circumstances are stated from Affiant's personal knowledge and observations, as well as information 

received from other police officers acting in their official capacity and from official police and court reports. 

2. That Co-Affiant Detective George Jupin #334 is a member of the Connecticut State Police Department and was hired in 

2001, and at all times discussed hereinafter, was acting in his official capacity. Affiant is currently assigned to the 

Computer Crimes and Electronics Evidence Laboratory (CCEEL) working exclusively in the field of computer related 

criminal activity and has received specialized trained in computer investigations and computer forensic examinations. The 

following facts and circumstances are stated from Affiant's personal knowledge and observations, as well as information 

received from other police officers acting in their official capacity and from official police and court reports. 

3. Subsequent to a complaint from Chief State's Attorney Colangelo, Sergeant Richard Alexandre, the Commanding Officer 

of the Computer Crimes Unit, assigned Affiant 1 to investigate the complaint herein. 

4. Between approximately 10/16/20 and 1/6/22 threatening, inciting and intimidating speech against and based on 

several victims’ perceived race, religion and sexual orientation was posted online causing fear and alarm. The online 

website/domain is found at www.thefamilycourtcircus.com. This website contains a long chronological listing of writings 

that have escalated in threatening speech to specific state judges, court personnel, State of Connecticut legislators and 

private citizens. Thefamilycourtcircus.com website/domain has been hosted primarily as an offshore hosting site meaning 

the data is stored in a country other than the US. As of 8/29/21 the hosting site was changed to a Florida location. For 

both hosting locations, the paying subscriber/customer has total domain control, such as creating and editing content via 

a secure login (unique username and password) not the hosting company. 

5. In a web post on www.thefamilycourtcircus.com, dated 10/16/20, the website says, “All mothers in Connecticut should 

be on the lookout for Assistant State's Attorney Denise B. Smoker, as she is zealously arguing that Connecticut is legally 

correct in jailing mom because she did not beat her kids, tie them up, and drag them kicking and screaming back to their 

abusive father. Ms. Smoker is not up for mother of the year award. She might be upset that such personal jewdicial 

misconduct makes her house on Bayberry Lane in Branford a target of F35 smart bombs, death rays from the space 

station, and a gun toting army of angry mothers with large capacity magazines, not to mention her house being a 

flammable protest site for mothers wearing Black Lives Matter tee shirts.When criminals run the justice system, when the 

courts convict the innocent, when mothers cannot protect the fruit of the womb, when pedos rule, where the cops are 

corrupt, when the government becomes the enemy, the people being left with only the retort of a rifle and .308 ball 

ammunition. This is the time that blood of tyrants like Nash, Hernandez, Bright, Stoker, and Colangelo is needed to refresh 

the tree of liberty.” 

6. Ina web post on www.thefamilycourtcircus.com, dated 12/31/20 and titled “Shoot the Lawyers”, the website discusses 

“old English societal reform” applied to “present day family court”, equating reform to “Let's kill all the lawyers.” The 

website describes what caliber of ammunition can be used: “.50 cal to the head” of “GALs” attorneys [GALs is the acronym 

for Family Court's Guardian Ad Litem attorneys]. The website also promotes violence against court forensic experts: 

“Tired of the court scam of appointed ‘psychologists' to charge ridiculous amounts of money to apply jewish psycho- 

babble in the fraudulent form of a ‘forensic evaluation’, more precisely known as a ‘baseless biased opinion’ directed by 
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the judge? Pop! A .45 right between the eyes provides a cranial therapeutic probe, which not only cures the delusion of 

expertise, it also serves to discourage other quacksters from promoting similar snake-oil in a public forum.” 

7. In a web post on www.thefamilycourtcircus.com dated 12/31/20 the website uses the allegory of “Dick The Butcher” to 

foment violence: “Let's expound upon the wisdom of Dick The Butcher in William Shakespeare's play Henry VI ... Let's kill 

all the lawyers.” The website also suggests violent action using the term, ‘application’: “Application of this old English 

societal reform to present day family court holds cause and efficiencies not achievable by political or judicial action. Why 

take an entire day off work to go to the state house to wait in line to speak for 3 minutes on how a jewish [sic] lawyer 

appointed as a GAL plundered the family savings account while providing unfounded recommendations? A .50 cal to the 

head takes care of the problem. Not only is there no GAL left to file a motion of contempt for non-payment, the word gets 

out quickly that GALs are not immune to bullets.” By stating a “.50 cal” bullet meant for a “Jewish lawyer appointed as a 

GAL”, the incitement of serious injury is based on religion and “no GAL left” implies death. 

8. Also in the 12/31/20 post, the website statements foment violence against former Connecticut court personnel victims 

including Martin Libbins: “Of great application of bullets to the right of public scrutiny would be the use of belt-fed ammo 

to the judicial chambers....always start by shooting up Martin Libbin's office” then making “some chewy kosher sausages 

out of him.” Libbins is a retired CT Judicial branch attorney. 

9. In the 12/31/20 post, the website lists physical violence, laced with bigoted threats, against specific attorneys and 

judges: “In specifics, the world would be a better place had a modern day Dick The Butcher popped Attorney Reuben 

Midler, Attorney Michael Meehan and Judge Donna Heller preventing them from destroying the Dulos family. Properly 

lined up, a single .5O cal would have done all three at once. ... Dick The Butcher would have been righteous in employing a 

meat cleaver to severe the head of Judge Barry Pinkus [retired Connecticut State Judge Barry Pinkus] prior to Baby Aaden 

being tossed off the Middletown Bridge [well documented CT Family Court Case from 2015]. ..Dick The Butcher would 

have a chop fest with the judiciary committee. Handing up a nice fillet of Representative Rosa Rebimbas...Nice sausages, 

rich in fat, from the ground up Senator John Kissel, [both are CT State Legislators] shadow architect of statutes designed 

to hide GAL fees from the IRS. Some dark offal for the wolves from the putrid Eric Coleman, cock sucker to the great white 

paedophiles of the state. And what say the Old English Butcher with regard to the jews, dykes and queers in black robes? 

Fine meat pies with gravy from Bozzutto, Adelman, Murphy, Munro, Wetstone, Suarez, Emons, Williams, Albis, Ficeto and 

the like?" [All ten listed names are former or current sitting CT State Judges]. 

10. In a 1/30/21 post, the website lists threatening, inciting and intimidating speech against CT Judge Grossman, in part 

for her “Zionist” rulings:”Grossman [CT State Court Judge Grossman] ruled from the bench in that mother had a disability 

recognized by the court, which applies the federal law of Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Under Title II of this Act, 

the state court cannot discriminate on the basis of the disability. The state is required to provide an accommodation to 

assist any qualified person having a disability, being a civil rights protection. Grossman does not even know the law. 

Stating from the bench that the court is causing severe stress and anxiety to the mother by isolating the children from her, 

then claiming that such stress is harmful to the mother, then speculating that there will be an episode due to the conduct 

of the court, clearly proves that the judge is acting in a harmful manner against a qualified individual under the Act, which 

makes the state liable for deprivation of federal rights protections. Another example of the Connecticut court operating 

outside the rule of law to affect the goals of zionism to undermine the order of the host society. Again the famous blog 

recognizes Nigger Boy Robinson" [who was referred to in website post dated: Jan 20, 2019 which stated: "Our nigger boy 

Chief Justice Robinson of the Connecticut Supreme Court rose to a position to suck jewish dick] and the heretic Michael 

Albis for allowing Grossman to hold a Witch Trial. Robinson being just a black-faced puppet on jewish strings, devoid of 

principles of law...When does Judge Grossman and her pal Hurwitz [CT Attorney Jocylyn Hurwitz] get the witchcraft of 
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a .50 cal to the head? Would anyone be surprised?” 

11. In a web post on www.thefamilycourtcircus.com, dated 2/5/21 and titled, “That's a Fact!”, the website says, “Perhaps 

a .50 cal to Bozzuto's [Connecticut State Judge Bozzuto] head would focus the attention of the judiciary on executing its 

duties to the people's standards without covering for the human filth in black robes passed off as judges to an 

unsuspecting populace. Put shit on the bench, lead shot will eliminate it.” 

12. In a web post on www.thefamilycourtcircus.com, dated 2/6/21 and titled, “Judicial Assassination,” the website says, 

“What is the only constitutional protection left for the sovereign people to remedy the deprivation of rights by Coleman 

[Connecticut State Judge Eric Coleman, who the website identifies earlier as ‘Nigger boy Judge Eric Coleman']? Pretty 

simple, the founding right of the report of a rifle, the crack of gunfire, lead shot, and smell of burnt powder. Only the 

Second Amendment remains for the sovereign people to protect the children. There lies the constitutional case for the 

assassination of Judge Eric Colemen. A .50 cal to the head, a .308 sniper shot from the grassy knoll through two panes of 

window glass, complete and rapid discharge of a high capacity magazine in a dark alley. Burn the courthouse to the 

ground, bring body bags.” [A .50 cal is a .50 caliber M17 bullet round intended for use on full-sized ranges and produced 

to meet a U.S. military specification. The .308 is a rifle cartridge and a popular short-action, big-game hunting cartridge]. 

13. The website also promotes violence against special court services personnel such as psychologists and private 

attorneys as described in this post: “What societal improvements brought on by the simple application of The Butcher's 

philosophy. The carnage would not even need to be widespread, one or two GALs, a couple court whore psychologists, a 

few supervised visitation specialists, a selection of family court attorneys, the famous ones, like Rose Marie Guiliano, 

Steve Dembo, Ciel Gersten, Rhonda Morra, Margaret Bozek, Kate Haakonsen, Jim Ruel, Deb Eisenberg, Meghan Sweeney, 

Jackie Conlon, Wayne Effron, Sam Schoonmaker, Campbell Barrett, just to name a few. The word gets out quickly as to the 

demise of the racketeers, the talmudic tyranny and the Butcher's remedy ... bullets”. 

14. That between 2/3/21 and 2/6/21, the individual names of Attorney Reuben Midler, Attorney Michael Meehan and 

Judge Donna Heller appear in Google search engine results and their mention on www.thefamilycourtcircus.com is one of 

the top five results showing the pervasiveness of this threatening website on the Internet. 

15. A post on the website, dated 2/17/21, identifies a specific individual who was nominated to be a Connecticut state 

court judge (Linda Allard). The post discloses her home address and a picture of her residence. The post states that the 

individual is “Another blackish puppet doing her jewish master's bidding. . . . [T]he woods behind her house provide cover 

and concealment for disgruntled white litigants who will appear before her black bench, to hurl racial slurs with a night 

scope. Paint ‘black lives matter’ on the sidewalk. Wake up her white neighbors with megaphones and gunshots, remind 

them of their evil whiteness that oppresses the fat black lady next door. ... Only the Second Amendment can save the 

people from these political parasites, .308 ball ammo preferred.” 

16. A post on the website, dated 3/8/21, states “Happy .308 day! More justice can be dispensed in one bullet than by all 

of Family Court. Celebrate the Second Amendment as protection from the pedophiles who run family court. Judicial 

discretion falls to the report of a rifle.” 

17. A post on the website, dated 11/23/21, identifies a specific Connecticut attorney by name (Candace Fay) and states 

that the attorney “is a jew's jew. Profiting off the misfortune of others. Her mother must be proud!” The post further 
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states, “Is [the attorney] in line for a .50 cal to the head of is there a Red SUV in her future?” The post includes a 

photograph of a bullet and a red sports utility vehicle (SUV). U.S. Authorities believe the “red SUV” is a reference to an 

incident earlier that week in the state of Wisconsin where 5 people were killed when a red SUV drove into a holiday 

parade. 

18. A post on the website, dated 12/22/21, post identifies a specific Connecticut government attorney by name. The post 

is titled “Hunt Robert Deichert, [last name of attorney]!” The post states, “Do not underestimate the force of a single .308 

ball to the head, or the accuracy of a well adjusted night scope, and fine trigger control” and also lists the home residence 

of this attorney. 

19. A post on the website, dated 1/6/22, identifies two specific Connecticut state court judges (Judge Elizabeth Bozzuto 

and Judge Gerard Adelman ) and two specific Connecticut attorneys by name )Nancy Aldrich and Jocelyn Hurwitz). The 

post states that “a well regulated parental militia must protect the children from the harm of the jews of evil family court, 

[first identified judge] gets a .50 cal to the head[.]” Jews [two identified attorneys] can suffer a similar fate in the name of 

protecting children. Nigger Boy [second identified judge] gets dragged off the bench to swing in a tree with a noose 

around his neck, hoisted by parents[.]” The post further states, “As Dick the Butcher suggests, first kill all the lawyers, then 

the judges, but slowly and painfully[.] ... Children are precious, in need of protection from the domestic terrorism of jew 

family court judges, Second Amendment has a purpose, parental discretion chooses the calibre of the shot that lets 

freedom ring. Jewish judges are a true threat to children.” The post then states, “protect the children, shoot a judge, and a 

lawyer, and a GAL, and a therapist ... a few clerks, and the big nigger in the black robe who jacks off to the sound of 

children's screams.” The post displays a photograph of five rifles with the caption “Choice of calibre is parental discretion.” 

20. Several of the individuals specifically identified in these posts have informed law enforcement that they fear for their 

lives and the lives of their family members as a result of these posts. 

21. That since 2017, Thefamilycourtcircus.com website was Hosted at IP address 185.207.204.27, which an FBI analyst 

determined is owned by Abelohost, a company based out of the Netherlands. Abelohost offers multiple offshore website 

plans for a subscriber/customer to purchase and websites include: Bandwidth, IPv4 Dedicated IP, Disk space, Add-on 

domains and databases and the costs start at €5.99EUR monthly. Access to the customer is via a restricted login page at 

https://bill.abelohost.com/clientarea.php and this screen shows a subscriber/customer must enter their email address 

and a password. Additionally, Abelohost's Acceptable Use Policy, updated on 03/03/2020, states that, “There are 

restrictions applied to their services to their customers and there is prohibited content that is not accepted in their 

servers and network, to include: - Terrorist Websites”. 

22. On or around 1/19/22 a lookup of the hosting history of the website TheFamilyCourtCircus.com shows it was 

transferred to a new hosting company on or around 8/29/21. The hosting history shows the website moved from IP 

address 185.207.204.27 (host company Abelohost in Netherlands) to IP address 138.128.163.42 (new host company: 

GlowHost.com). Glowhost.com shows the address for legal process is: GlowHost.com, LLC P.O. Box 1442 Palm City, 

Florida 34991. 

23. Based on the aforementioned facts, there is evidence that the website www.thefamilycourtcircus.com publicly 

displays threatening, inciting and intimidating speech against Connecticut personnel in the judiciary and executive 

branches as well as private citizens. The website publicly incites injury to persons or property and intimidates based on 

bigotry and the affiants believe the customer/subscriber who has restricted login access to add/edit to the website can be 

identified and more evidence of the crimes of C.G.S. 53a-181k Intimidation based on bigotry/bias 2nd degree, C.G. 

$.53a-62 Threatening 2nd degree, and C.G.S. 53a-179a, Inciting injury to persons or property will be found. The affiants 

are requesting subscriber/customer login, billing records and website data for www.thefamilycourtcircus.com which are 
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